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SheKnows Girl Crush of the Month, Zoe Kravitz shares her enthusiasm 
about starring in new film Divergent and living life with the Kravitz 

name! 
  
  

 
 

SheKnows caught up with the young and talented actress Singer Zoe Kravitz to discuss her new starring 

role in the book-turned-movie Divergent. Kravitz discusses her action role, battle wounds and life growing 

up with the last name Kravitz. The 25-year-old daughter of Lisa Bonet and Lenny Kravitz is doing big 

things and shares it all with us! 

While Divergent is obviously a sure to be blockbuster film, it isn’t Kravitz’ first time playing a femme fatale 

role as a complete bada** in a major film. Kravitz starred in X-Men: First Class as a stripper/flying mutant 

Angel Salvadore and she recently wrapped production on Mad Max: Fury Road. Her role in the Divergent 

franchise will surely make Kravitz a household name much like her bestie Jennifer Lawrence . Along with 

kicking butt on camera, Kravitz is hoping to kick butt on stage as well with her band, Lolawolf this 

upcoming summer. 

Highlights from Girl Crush: 

 Talks about her battle wounds from on-set  

 Shares what it is like working with her hunky co-star Theo James 

 Tells us who would win in a battle royal between herself and Jennifer Lawrence 

 Gives us the scoop on why you can’t seem to find her on social media 

 Reveals what’s up next in her life between acting, singing, and all things Zoe! 

Read our March Girl Crush interview here > 

If you run a feature on your website, please include a link back to SheKnows. For print, please mention 
SheKnows.com. 
 
 
About SheKnows.com: 

SheKnows, LLC is an award-winning women’s media platform and a top lifestyle site with a network of 

more than 40 million unique visitors per month (comScore 2013). The SheKnows family of sites ranges 

from entertainment and parenting to beauty and food. Our mission is to connect women’s interests in 

real-time and in real voices, celebrating the everyday “experts among us.” We enable brands to 
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distribute authentic content and integrated advertising at scale to influence preferences and drive 

purchases. SheKnows is headquartered in Scottsdale, Arizona, with offices in New York, Los Angeles and 

Chicago. The company also operates internationally, with sites in Canada, Australia and the United 

Kingdom.  

 
 


